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Map Migration

3D map migration is of two types viz. (1)Based on
transformation of time horizons to depth using normal
incidence rays. (2)Based on transformation of migrated time
horizons using image rays. The normal rays are shot up from
the reflector of interest at depth, while the image rays are
the rays that are shot down normal to the surface. Both the
types of ray tracing honor the physics of the earth model
satisfying Snell’s law. Fig.1 depicts the principle behind map
migration technique using image and normal rays.(As per
Reference at Sl.No.1)

Map migration converts time surfaces into depth
surfaces along inverse ray paths and provides a more accurate
solution in regions with significant dip or lateral variations
in velocity as shown in Fig.2. Map migration is a top down
technique that uses time horizons, (RMS) stacking velocity
extracted along horizons and an evolving depth/velocity
overburden model to provide lateral and vertical corrections
to time maps using inverse ray tracing.

The most common input into map migration are
maps derived from post stack time migrated data. Image ray
map migration provides spatial relocation of time data in
depth by adding the effect of ray bending, which is caused
by inter-bed velocity contrasts in the overburden that post
stack time migration does not account for.
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Summary

The depth conversion of migrated time horizons is of importance to the seismic interpreter for making structural
framework from 3D seismic volume. The conversion of time to depth maps through conventional vertical stretch methods does
not account for ray bending effects and introduces inaccuracies in depth prediction in layers having strong vertico-lateral
variations of seismic velocities due to complex geological situations.

Map migration technique estimates layer wise depth-velocity model for depth migration based on ray tracing. The
resultant depth maps are calibrated at well locations. The structural features in depth maps are compared with time features for
validation. The conventional depth maps are prepared and compared to ascertain the changes between both methods and their
relevance with respect to time map structural features to assess the depth model validation accuracy of map migration

The depth maps can be used for prospect analysis and well prognosis.

In case where time maps have been created directly
from stacked seismic data or the migration has been de-
migrated, inverse normal incidence ray tracing is applied.
In many situations time migration mis-positions events
laterally due to lateral velocity variations. Time migration is
less sensitive to the velocity model than depth migration.

Fig. 1: Principle of image positioning using with image & normal rays
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When the velocity varies laterally, the apex of the diffraction
is located at the place where the image ray emerges at the
surface in time migration.. The apex of the diffraction point
does not coincide with the diffraction point. Time migration
thus positions the image at the apex i.e minimum time, thus
laterally mis-positioning the event. The lateral positioning
of an event on a depth migrated section is different from the
lateral positioning on a time migrated section as shown in
Fig.3. The image ray travels from the surface to the
diffraction point so that it is normal to the surface and provide
the correct image position on depth migration.

The map migration uses inputs of (1) velocity model
(2) Travel time picks and (3) Time dip i.e. the local apparent
dip of the time surface dt/dx for calculation of emergence
angle as illustrated in Fig.4. Emergence angle can be
calculated as shown in Fig.5 from the formula Sin . = (dt /
dx) * V/2.

Once the emergence angle is calculated a ray is
traced from the surface downward with this angle. At every
point along the ray, the travel time along the ray is computed.
Ray tracing stops when the travel time along the ray matches
the picked time. The point at which the ray arrives is the
location of the interface in depth and the depth interface is
created normal to the ray. A continuous depth interface is
built by the ray migration of a number of rays as shown in
Fig.6. The computed depth values are contoured to generate
depth map.(As per references at Sl.No.2,4&5)

Stacking velocity analysis

Stacking velocity analysis is generally of three
types.

Dix interval velocity Inversion

Dix interval velocity method is fast and easy method
to construct an interval velocity model using stacking velocity
and time horizons. The time surfaces are intersected with
the stacking velocity curves where simple Dix inversion or
a dip-corrected Dix inversion is performed. Dip corrected
Dix conversion uses the local time slope from the time layer
or map to calculate and apply a first order dip correction to
the Dix inversion. Interval velocity maps are created from
these estimates and are used as inputs either the construction
of time model for vertical stretch or for map migration.

Even in areas without complex structure, interval
velocities computed by the Dix equation are inherently noisy
due to (a) inadequacies of the layer-cake model whose
stacking velocities are used to calculate Dix interval

Fig. 2 :Positioning the event with lateral velocity variation using Image
and Normal rays. The principle used for map migration.

Fig. 3: When there is lateral velocity variation time migration puts image
on top of apex of diffraction curve wrongly mis-positioning the
event & corrected by depth migration using image rays.
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velocities (b) improper or noisy  stacking velocity picks (c)
inability of Dix analysis to deal appropriately with variably
dipping reflectors (d) interval velocities  derived for small
time intervals or in time intervals where stacking velocity
picks are uncertain or unreliable.

In addition, Dix analysis results in interval
velocities associated with the point where the time
observation was made, rather than the spatially corrected
location associated with the depth reflection point. Typically
in Dix analysis, interval velocities are calculated for a large
number of CMPs and then edited and smoothened to obtain
the general velocity structure. Geo statistically integrating
control points tends to greatly improve the overall results
when using the Dix interval velocity approximation.

The map migration with Dix inversion retains the
horizon based model of vertical stretch work flow but

Fig.4 :  Principle of emergence angle used for map migration purpose

Fig.5: Calculation of emergence angle using differential x,y components

Fig.6: A continuous depth interface is built by the map(ray)migration of
a number of rays

Fig.7 : Time migrated horizons of 3D volume as input

Fig.7a : Vertico-lateral velocity variation leading complex geologic Map
migration situation in area
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improves upon the depth conversion method. Time horizons
are map migrated to depth one layer at a time, through a
developing depth model. On the other hand ,the vertical
method of the vertical stretch workflow was essentially a
model domain conversion. All layers were stretched to depth
at the same time. Improvements in depth model validation
accuracy can be attributed to the spatial corrections of the
map migration method. Improved velocity estimates can be
used for even greater depth accuracy.

Stacking velocity coherency Inversion (S.V.C.I)

SVCI is a model–based approach that uses iterative
CMP ray tracing to obtain a more spatially correct estimation
of interval velocities from stacking velocity data. It uses input
stacking velocity curves and user defined geometry
information to create synthetic CMP gathers by convolving
the hyperbolic move out curves with a user defined wavelet.
The synthetic CMP gathers are then stacked along non-
hyperbolic move out curves generated by ray tracing through
an overburden model and a range of trial interval velocities
within the analysis layer.

The best fit moveout curves correspond with the
interval velocity estimate at the ray trace derived depth
reflection point. SVCI is useful in cases where the raw CMP
gathers are not available and the assumptions associated with
DIX inversion break down.

Coherency Inversion (C.I)

Coherency inversion uses the pre stack seismic data,
which provide a great deal of information about the interval
velocity field. The CI analysis approach models 3D non-
hyperbolic move out. This is achieved by model based ray

tracing through a fixed overburden velocity field while
varying the interval velocity of the analysis layer. The process
provides greater resolution of lateral velocity variation than
conventional Dix conversion of stacking velocities. (As per
reference at Sl.No’s-1,3&5)

Work  flow for map migration

The process of map migration on 3D seismic
volume using stacking velocity coherency inversion can be
mainly divided into 3 steps viz.,
(1) De-migration of time migrated horizons.
(2) Interval velocity estimation and picking through

semblance analysis and depth-velocity model
generation.

(3) Depth migration using layer wise depth-velocity model
by ray tracing through normal incidence.

(A) Input

In order to realize the advantages of map migration
the input post stack migrated time horizons of a 3D seismic
volume from Eastern offshore area, India were converted to
depth by map migration.. Fig.7 shows time migrated surfaces
from H1(Shallow) toH8(Deep) of a 3D volume. The situation
of lateral velocity complexity due to existing canyon ,channel
cut etc in the area shown in Fig.7a.

(B) Velocity field

The 3D RMS migration velocity field shown in
Fig.8 was used for de-migration of time migrated horizons
and 3D stack velocity shown in Fig.9 for stacking velocity
inversion and depth migration.

Fig. 8. 3D RMS velocity volume used for time migration of seismic data
volume and velocity functions showing velocity variations
show ing velocity variations on superposition

Fig 9 : 3D Stack Velocity used for stacking seismic volume
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(C) De-migration of migrated time horizons

The time migrated horizons are intersected with
migration velocity field and RMS velocity surfaces shown
in Fig.10 are extracted and used for de-migration to generate
time surfaces. Fig.10a shows a time migrated surface, its
extracted RMS velocity surface on intersection with
migration field and its de-migrated time surface and display
of all de-migrated surfaces in 3D perspective.

(E) Depth migration

The depth migration of time horizons using layer
wise depth-velocity model is performed by ray tracing
through normal incidence. The depth of intermediate surface
is influenced by the overburden velocity layers. The depth
surfaces are generated for all layers. The error, occurred in
estimation of depth-velocity model of overburden at shallow
layers is propagated to deeper layers resulting error in depth
values. Fig.12 shows depth migrated surfaces on depth
migration of migrated time surfaces of shallow(H1),
middle(H4) and deeper(H8) surfaces using estimated interval
velocity. Fig.12a shows depth migrated surfaces in the 3D
structural frame work.

Fig.10. Migration velocity surfaces  generated on intersection of time
migrated surfaces with migration velocity field

Fig.10a. Demigration to time surfaces from time migrated volume using
RMS velocity

(D) Depth velocity model generation

The stacking velocity surfaces extracted on
intersection of time surfaces with stacking velocity volume
shown in Fig.11,are inverted to pick and estimate layer wise
interval velocity using semblance analysis. The interval
velocity map of one of the layers shown in Fig.11a. The set
of interval velocity maps of all the layers provide depth-
velocity model for depth migration.

Fig.11: Stacking velocities 3D view extracted on intersection of time
surfaces with  stacking velocity field

Fig.11a. (A) Semblance analysis on stacking velocity inversion and layer
interval velocity picking (B) – Interval velocity picked on horizon

Depth model validation of map migration -
analysis & results

(A) Calibration at control points

(1)The depth of tops at control well locations A,B
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&C as shown in Fig.13a are compared with computed depths
on map migrated depth surfaces and difference in depth at
control points are calculated .The maps are normalized for
deviations by the application of suitable scale factors. All
the levels are calibrated in a similar way. These calibrated
maps are used for further structural analysis and validation
with time structure maps. Fig.13b shows map migrated map
and its calibrated map at middle (H4) level.

Fig.12 : Depth migration of shallow,middle and deeper layer using depth.

Fig.12a. Depth migrated surfaces of 3D time migrated  velocity model
generated layer wise by stacking velocity inversion surfaces on
map migration

Fig.13a : Well markers of wells A, B & C for calibration at well tops

Fig.13b. Map migrated depth map of H4 surface calibrated with wells A,
B & C

Fig.14: Analysis of structural features of map migrated depth Vs time
migrated isochron map at H4 level to validate the depth features

(B) Depth map comparision

(1) The depth maps are compared with migrated time
horizons for structural trends to asses the correctness
of depth migration process as shown in Figs.14&15 for
middle and deeper surfaces at H4 & H8 level.

(2) The map migrated depth maps are compared with
conventional depth maps generated by vertical stretch
and squeeze  method on TDQ model to compare the
depth values and structural features with respect to time
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migrated structural features. Figs.14 &16 show
comparison of depth maps for H4 (middle) and Figs.15
& 17 for H8 (deeper) surfaces.

(3) Difference of depth maps generated between calibrated
map migrateddepth maps and conventional TDQ depth
maps of middle (H4) and deeper levels(H8) shows a
considerable depth differences at both the levels as
shown in Fig.18.

(4) Comparison of isochronopach and isopach map
generated with next deeper layer can be used for analysis
on similarity and disparity of time and depth thickness
caused due to velocity variations in validation of map
migrated depth maps (Fig.19).

Fig.15: Analysis of structural features of map migrated depth Vs time
migrated isochron map at deeper level to validate the depth
features

Fig.16. Comparision of H4 map migrated depth & conventional TDQ depth
map

Fig.17. Comparision of map migrated depth Vs.TDQ depth maps of H8
surface

Fig.18. Difference maps of migrated depth Vs.TDQ depth for comparision
of depth differences of H4 & H8 surfaces

(C) Results of analysis

The comparison of depths mapped through map
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migration and TDQ model for middle and deeper horizons
and %deviation with respect to well calibrated depths for
wells A, B & C is shown in annexure-I.

On comparison of map migrated , TDQ model
depth maps and depth difference maps for horizons H4 &
H8 with respect to calibrated well depths at locations A,B &
C and isochronopach and isopach for H4 -H5 level, the
following observations can be made in the validation of map
migrated depth maps.

(1.1). H4 level (middle) map comparison
analysis ( Depth Vs time map)

(1). MMD maps shows depths deeper with respect to well
calibrated depths by 0.0%,2.7% & 5.70% at well
locations A,B & C. TDQ maps recorded depths deeper
by 3.22% for well A and shallower by 3.71% & 1.45%
for wells B & C as seen in annexure-I.

(2). The structural trend between well points AàBàC (Low
à Rise) in time is followed in map migrated map. TDQ
map shows trend shallowing of structure at locations B
& C from well depths as seen in Fig.16.

(3). The structural features with time map (Fig.14)seem to
be similar in both types of depth maps(Fig.16) in general
but with amplitude differences. In Figs.14 & 16, the
amplitude difference in N-S oriented feature-1 of 600m
from depths 3500m to 4100m as shown by TDQ map is
not comparable to an amplitude difference of 800m from
3500m to 4300m seen in MM depth map against time
map difference of 480ms from 2580ms to 3060ms. The
amplitude difference shown by MM depth map seems
reasonable compared to TDQ amplitude as per
approximate velocities of 2750-2800 m/s in the area as
seen in Fig.8.

(4). The feature-2 seen in time map with an amplitude
difference of 400ms from 2600ms to 3000ms in NW-
SE orientation is comparable to the feature shown by
MM depth map with an amplitude difference of 600m
from 3700 to 4300m as compared to lower amplitude
difference of 500m from 3400m to 3900m shown by
the TDQ map as seen in Figs.14 & 16 taking into account
the approximate average velocities of 2800 m/s in the
area as seen in fig8.

(5). A difference of trends is seen by MMD & TDQ depth
maps towards feature-3 at the northern end. The closure
trends shown by MM depth map are comparable to time
map trends.

(1.2). Difference in depth maps analysis(H4
level)

(1). The TDQ difference depth map with reference to well
calibrated depth map shows the differences of depths
mapped by the TDQ depth map as shown in Fig.18.

(2). A difference of depths of +87m, -137m & -40m exists
at well locations A, B & C (Annexure-I) indicating
shallow depths for wells B & C.

(3). A closure at feature-1 seen eastern side of well B shows
increasing difference to +375m.The differences in
feature-2 varies from +200-300m and in feature-3 varies

Fig.19 :Comparision of isochronopach(A) & isopach(B) of H4 layer for
validation of mapped depth structures on map

Fig.20. Fixing target depths of prospects based on prospect analysis of
depth structures on map migration.
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by +200m to +300m.The closure feature-4 towards SE
side varies to maximum extent of +300m to 500m. The
feature-5 shown on SW side area shows variation of
depths by -100m to + 100m.

(1.3).Isochronopach and Isopach (Fig.19)
comparisons (Between H4 & H5 levels)

(1). The thickness of interval between 100 to 320 ms at
feature-1 in N-S orientation corresponds to depth
thickness of 100 to 300m.At feature-2 in northern side,
the time and depth thicknesses are 200ms and 200m
respectively. At feature-3 on SE end the differences are
300-400ms and 300-550m.At feature-4 north of well B
the differences are 100-200ms and 200-300m(app)
respectively.

(2). The feature(5) towards south side of well B shows time
thickness of 200 to 300 ms and depth thickness of 300
to 600m.The SW closure at feature-6 towards well C
has time thickness and depth thicknesses are 400-500ms
and 500to800m respectively. At feature-7 on eastern
side the differences are 300-400ms and 300-500m

(3). All the features are comparable to each other w.r.to
structural pattern and thickness variations as per existing
average velocity range of around 2800m/s in the area
as seen in Fig.8.

(2.1). H8 level(deeper) comparison analysis
(Depth Vs time map)

(1). The error in estimation of depth recorded at wells A,B
& C are +2.25%,*+1.85% & *+1.14% for MM depth
map as compared to -3.93%,*-9.42% & *+0.7% in TDQ
depth map as shown in annexure-I. (*)The values of
well positions at B & C are calculated based on
calibrated seismic times on volume correlation using
VSP and seismic velocities for performing comparative
study. On comparison with H4 level the deviations
reduced considerably for MM depth map as shown in
annexure-II. In TDQ map the error at well B has risen
to *-9.42% (shallower) when compared to *+1.85%
(deeper) by MM depth map. This infers that the depths
are corrected reasonably at deeper levels in MM depth
maps whereas in the TDQ map the depths are not
properly accounted by simple stretch and squeeze of
average velocity field alone as seen in annexure-II.

(2). The time structural trend of sloping from wells AàB
and a rise towards SW end towards well C is followed
by MM depth map whereas the TDQ map shows
structural inversion from rise to low towards SW end

from well BàC as seen in Figs.15 & 17.
(3). The time map shown in Fig.15 shows sloping towards

central portion at well B from western side well A. Two
closures at feature-1 are seen towards western and
eastern side of well B with amplitudes of 100ms. A rise
is seen towards SW end towards well C. A slope is seen
towards SE side from well B with steep dips. The
northern side features are shallower when compared to
southern ones,in general.

(4) Two lows of feature-1 in Fig.17 with amplitudes of 200m
& 100m are seen in TDQ map towards western and
eastern side of location B, where as in MM depth map
the western closure vanishes and instead a rising feature
towards east is seen with NE-SW axis . The eastern
side closure is seen with an amplitude of 100m. This is
the change of feature brought out by MM depth map.

(5). An additional closure of amplitude of 150m from 6200m
to 6350m is seen in Fig.17 towards feature-2 of fig.17
towards southern end in TDQ map against a rise in time
map in feature-2 shown in Fig.15. The MM depth map
shows rise with amplitude of 175m from 6600m to
6775m at feature-2 and follows time migrated map in
Fig.15. The eastern closure of feature-3 has depth
variation of 6200-6500m in MM depth map and 5700-
6000m in TDQ depth map against a time difference of
4020-4220ms.

(6). The general resolution of MM depth map is comparable
to time map and better than TDQ map in terms of
amplitudes, taking into account approximate average
velocities of 3000-3100 m/s as seen in Fig.8.

(2.2). Difference in depth maps analysis(H8
level)

(1). The TDQ difference depth map with reference to well
calibrated depth map shows the differences of depths
mapped by the TDQ method shown in Fig.18.

(2). A difference of depths of +175m,+585m & -40m are
seen at well locations A,B & C w.r.to well depths as
shown in Annexure-I indicating depths are deeper for
wells A&B and shallower depth for well C.

(3). A closure seen at well B shows increasing difference to
+500m to +700m.Feature-1 seen in NE-SW direction
has depth variation from 500-600m.In the feature-2
depth varies from 300-600m.Feature-3 shows closure
in SE side with a depth variation of 400-600m maximum.
Feature-4 shows closure on SW side with a depth
variation by 400-500m. On seeing the merit of map
migration the MM depth maps were used for prospect
analysis. Fig.20 shows 3D view of depth horizons by
map migration for fixing target depths of prospects
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generated. Target depthProspect evaluation based on
depth structures

Conclusions

(1). The depth maps of map migration are capable to resolve
structural features and associated depths fairly
comparable with control locations and explain the
velocity discrepancy to a good amount when compared
to conventional depth maps.

(2). MM depth maps shows reduction of variation of
deviation at deeper levels by correcting to actual depths
in the volume, whereas the TDQ maps shows increasing
discrepancy at deeper levels with shallow depth ranges
as against deeper values in wells, inverting the structural
trend as shown in Annexures-I&II.

(3). The depth deviation by MM depth map for central well
location B is much less than shown by TDQ map at
deeper level. More over the structural features shown
by MM depth maps are very much comparable to time

structures in terms of features as well as amplitudes when
compared to TDQ maps. The deviations of MM depth
values can be due to micro spiky velocity field existing
in the area in spite of best analysis.

(4). The depths and structural features as shown by TDQ
maps if interpreted as such for prospect analysis may
mislead the targets when compared to balanced depth
features by MM depth maps.

(5). The map migration process is thus fairly recommended
for areas of vertico-lateral velocity variation. The
prospect evaluation made on these maps is fairly
justified with a higher degree of confidence.
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